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Existing approaches to concurrent programming often fail to
account for synchronization costs on modern shared-memory multiprocessor architectures. A new approach to concurrent programming, known
as relativistic programming, can reduce or in some cases eliminate synchronization overhead on such architectures. This approach avoids the
costs of inter-processor communication and memory access by permitting processors to operate from a relativistic view of memory provided by
their own caches, rather than from an absolute reference frame of memory as seen by all processors. This research shows how relativistic programming techniques can provide the perceived advantages of optimistic
synchronization without the useless parallelism caused by rollbacks and
retries.
Descriptions of several implementations of a concurrent hash table illustrate the di erences between traditional and relativistic approaches to
concurrent programming. An analysis of the fundamental performance
bottlenecks in existing concurrent programming techniques, both optimistic and pessimistic, directly motivates the key ideas of relativistic
programming. Relativistic techniques provide performance and scalability advantages over traditional synchronization, demonstrated through
benchmarks of concurrent hash tables implemented in the Linux kernel.
The demonstrated relativistic hash table makes use of a novel relativistic
hash table move operation. The paper concludes with a discussion of how
the speci c techniques used in the concurrent hash table implementation
generalize to other data structures and algorithms.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
Moore's Law predicts that the density of transistors in an integrated circuit will
double every two years. [1] Popular interpretations of Moore's Law take it as
a statement on processor clock frequencies, which have previously experienced
exponential growth. However, clock frequencies have reached physical limitations
that make this exponential growth unsustainable.

The speed of light provides a hard limit on how far information can travel per
unit time. In a 3 GHz processor, information can travel no more than about 10
cm per clock cycle, and this does not take into account delays caused by actual
computation. A faster processor must therefore occupy a smaller space.
Furthermore, higher clock frequencies consume disproportionately more power,
a problem known as the Power Wall. This increase in power consumption also
increases heat production. Miniaturization further exacerbates this problem by
making it more dicult to dissipate heat. Miniaturization faces its own set of
limitations as well, such as quantum tunneling e ects and the sizes of atoms.
Yet Moore's Law continues to hold: the growth in the number of transistors
continues apace. Many of those transistors now implement hardware parallelism.
[2] Current processors often ship with more than one processing core on a single
processor die, known as a multicore processor. As the state of the art advances,
processors will most likely increase the number of cores per die while holding
clock frequency and eventually transistor density constant.
The same physical limitations that apply to clock frequency also de ne the
characteristics of present and future parallel systems. The communication latency between processors grows due to increased distance. Processors continue
to consume data faster than memory and busses can supply it, a problem known
as the Processor-Memory Gap [3] or the Memory Wall [4]. To prolong the growth
of individual processor performance, processor designers have provided many innovative ways to hide these costs, such as caching, speculative and out-of-order
execution, and pipelining. However, operations that synchronize across multiple
processors incur the true cost of the increasing communication latency, and thus
run much more slowly than operations that can run locally on a single processor.
Sequential software does not automatically take advantage of hardware parallelism as it does of higher clock speeds. To take advantage of hardware parallelism, operating systems and application software must provide multiple threads
of execution, and must eciently share resources amongst these threads. Both
of these goals require scalable concurrent programming techniques.
Scalable refers to code which can do more work in the same amount of time
by taking advantage of larger numbers of threads and processor cores; ideal
concurrent code will scale linearly with the number of processors. Concurrent
programming techniques allow multiple concurrent threads to coordinate their
accesses to shared resources, such as data structures. Scalable concurrent programming techniques coordinate shared resources across many threads running
on many processors, minimizing the amount of overhead above the time required
for accessing the shared resource itself.
This work presents a new approach to scalable concurrent programming,
dubbed relativistic programming. It also presents a new algorithm for a hash
table move operation, which demonstrates the methodology and advantages of
the relativistic programming approach.
This work describes concurrent programming in terms of threads. However,
the same principles apply (with some adaptation) to other forms of concurrent
code running with shared memory, such as processes with limited amounts of

shared memory, interrupt handlers which access the same memory as the code
they interrupt, coroutines, or thunks in a lazy functional language.
This work illustrates synchronization techniques by applying them to the
speci c shared resource of a concurrent hash table. Hash tables provide one of
the standard data structures applied to many problems in many programs, and
form part of the standard computer science toolbox. [5, 6] They provide attractive performance characteristics, with an ideal best-case of constant time for operations on a well-tuned hash table. Many concurrent programs use hash tables,
along with some means to manage concurrent accesses and provide necessary
semantics. In particular, operating system kernels make use of concurrent hash
tables for many performance-critical data structures, such as caches, network
connection tables, and routing tables.
Section 2 de nes the speci c semantics required for the hash table implementations analyzed in this paper. Section 3 provides an overview and comparison
of existing concurrent programming techniques and the performance problems
associated with each. Section 3.4 introduces the Relativistic Programming approach to concurrent programming, including the general methodology and existing examples. Section 4 introduces a new hash table implementation which
forms one of the original contributions of this research. Section 5 presents the
benchmarking methodology and the test harness module. Section 6 presents the
results of this benchmark. Section 7 analyzes the results and draws conclusions.
Section 8 describes future directions for research.

2 Hash Table Semantics
An accurate de nition of concurrent programming techniques in terms of hash
tables requires an accurate de nition of a hash table, along with a set of operations and the semantics of those operations.
Consider a standard open hash table, using chaining within buckets. The
hash table consists of an array of buckets, each containing a pointer to the head
of the linked list for that bucket. Each bucket contains zero or more items in
its linked list chain. An item present in the hash table will exist in the bucket
corresponding to its hash value. [5, 6]
A hash table can support many di erent operations, and any given application may need some subset of these. Common hash table operations include
insertion, deletion, replacement, resizing, lookup, and moving an item to a new
key. This work will focus on two of those operations: lookup and move. Lookup
provides the only read-only operation, and thus a comparison of concurrent programming techniques that di erentiate readers and writers must use the lookup
operation in the readers.
Of the write operations, the move operation seems particularly worthy of
interest. For a chained hash table, the operations of insertion and deletion reduce
to the equivalent operations on a linked list, and the obvious implementations of
these operations do not involve problematic intermediate states.[7] The obvious
implementations of a move operation, as insertion then removal or vice versa,

involve multiple steps with intermediate states that a reader could observe. This
paper showcases an original contribution in the form of a relativistic hash table
move operation, which avoids exposing the problematic intermediate states while
avoiding expensive synchronization techniques in the reader.
The lookup operation will check if an item exists in the hash table with the
speci ed key. If so, the lookup will return it; if not, the lookup will indicate
that no such item exists in the hash table. To allow for concurrent programming
techniques that permit concurrent modi cation and deletion, a reader using the
lookup operation may only use the returned item while in a block appropriately delimited using read-side concurrency primitives, and may not hold an
item for later use. Furthermore, the lookup operation will not guarantee that
a subsequent lookup will return the same results, even in the same read-side
synchronization block.
The following pseudocode implements a sequential lookup:
1. Hash the given key to determine the corresponding hash bucket.
2. Traverse the linked list in that hash bucket, comparing the given key to the
key in each node.
3. If a node has the given key, return that node.
4. If the traversal reaches the end of the list, return a lookup failure.
The move operation changes the key associated with an item, and moves
the item to the hash bucket corresponding to the new key. The move operation
guarantees a certain degree of atomicity with respect to concurrent lookups, by
satisfying three requirements:
{
{
{

If a lookup nds the item under the new key, a subsequent lookup ordered
after the rst cannot nd the item under the old key.
If a lookup does not nd the item under the old key, a subsequent lookup
ordered after the rst must nd the item under the new key.
A move operation must not cause unrelated lookups to fail when they otherwise would have succeeded.

\Subsequent lookup ordered after the rst" here means either a lookup running
on the same processor but later in program order, or a lookup ordered after the
rst via a memory barrier.
The rst two requirements originally arose through reasoning about the use of
concurrent hash tables for directory entry lookups in an operating system kernel,
and the observable e ects this would have for userspace programs. The rst
requirement guarantees that during a move operation, a concurrent directory
listing cannot show both the old and the new les simultaneously. The second
requirement guarantees that the concurrent directory listing will always show
either the old or the new le.
The following pseudocode implements a sequential move operation:
1. Hash the old key and the new key to determine the corresponding hash
buckets.
2. Look up the node in the old bucket

3. Remove the node from the old bucket
4. Change the node's key to the new key
5. Insert the node into the new bucket

3 Concurrent Programming Techniques
As shown in section 2, a single-threaded hash table implementation can trivially provide the desired operations and semantics. The resulting hash table, if
used without modi cation as a shared data structure in a concurrent program,
would at best fail to provide the required semantics, and at worst encounter a
error when attempting to dereference an invalid pointer. For example, unrelated
lookups may fail if a concurrent move operation runs on the current element
in a lookup traversal, because the lookup may traverse the wrong hash bucket.
Furthermore, due to lack of memory ordering, a lookup or move may see an
inserted item before its pointers or data become valid.
Several techniques exist for making a data structure safe for concurrent access; however, all of these techniques themselves represent sources of overhead
compared to the single-threaded implementation. Before a concurrent hash table
implementation can demonstrate a performance bene t, it must rst overcome
the overhead added by its concurrent programming techniques.
3.1

Mutual Exclusion

Mutual exclusion represents the most commonly applied technique for concurrent programming. Dijkstra's semaphore [8] and Hoare's monitor [9] provide the
archetypal examples of the locking form of mutual exclusion. Several approaches
exist for mutual exclusion, many of them dependent on features of the underlying hardware and instruction set, but all achieve the same e ect: they provide a
lock which many threads may simultaneously attempt to acquire, one of which
will succeed and the rest of which will wait. The term critical section refers to
the section of code between lock acquisition and lock release, during which no
other code using the same lock can run.
Concurrent algorithms using mutual exclusion can safely violate data structure semantics in a critical section as long as they restore valid semantics before
ending the critical section. Thus, the sequential lookup and move algorithms presented in section 2 will work in a concurrent program if wrapped in appropriate
critical sections.
A global lock covering all accesses of the hash table provides a simple approach to make the hash table work correctly. However, this solution provides
no concurrency at all: at most one hash table operation can occur at a time.
Depending on the amount of work the program has to do other than manipulate
the hash table, the concurrent program using a global lock may still run faster,
but all the hash table operations will run serially; this puts a hard minimum
on the best-case execution time of the concurrent program based on the number of hash table operations in the program. Adding more processors will not

shorten that minimum execution time. This provides an example of one common
performance problem in concurrent programming: lock contention.
Several approaches exist to reduce lock contention. Reader{writer locks provide one such approach, without relying on any properties speci c to hash tables.
A reader{writer lock (sometimes written as readers{writer lock ) provides two different sets of locking primitives: one for use by writers, which may modify the
data structure, and one for use by readers, which may only inspect the data
structure. A writer blocks both readers and other writers, making it the only
critical section running, as with mutual exclusion locking. However, since readers
do not a ect the data structure, more than one reader may run at once; readers
need only block writers. Mellor-Crummey and Scott [10] o er many forms of
reader{writer synchronization.
However, while a reader{writer lock allows some degree of parallelism, it
encounters another problem in addition to lock contention: critical section overhead. The critical section has a certain xed time needed to implement the
locking primitive, and at least part of this time does not parallelize, due to the
need to coordinate among processors. Reader{writer locks have more state to
track than plain locks, such as reader counts, and thus incur more overhead.
Given a suciently short critical section body, the critical section overhead can
dominate the execution time, nullifying the e ect of the additional parallelism,
and potentially making a reader{writer lock less ecient than a standard lock.
The benchmark results in section 6 demonstrate this. (The global lock approach
su ers from critical section overhead as well, but it has no parallelism to begin
with.) Furthermore, a naive implementation of reader{writer locks allows a series of readers to inde nitely delay a writer; more advanced reader{writer locks
that avoid this problem have higher critical section overhead.
McKenney [7] describes four additional sources of overhead in concurrent
programs, other than lock contention: instruction execution overhead, pipeline
stall overhead, memory latency, and contention for resources such as memory.
Critical section overhead can arise from any combination of these sources. The
synchronization instructions used to implement critical sections have high overhead compared to normal instructions, due to the high communication latency
mentioned in section 1. [7, 11] These synchronization instructions can also lead
to pipeline stalls. Synchronization instructions may decrease the e ectiveness of
caching, and may thus incur the cost of memory latency. Finally, critical section
implementations tend to compete for the same resources, such as locks. Several
approaches exist to mitigate the last e ect [12, 13], but these approaches do not
mitigate the remaining three sources.
A much larger reduction in contention comes from data partitioning. If a
data structure consists of multiple substructures, and an algorithm need only
access some subset of those substructures to work, the algorithm can acquire
ne-grained locks on the substructures it needs, rather than locking the entire
structure. In the case of a hash table, the global lock can become one lock
per hash bucket. A lookup or move operation can then lock only the bucket
or buckets it accesses. This approach allows multiple operations on di erent

buckets to proceed concurrently. Given a suciently large and evenly accessed
hash table, this can almost entirely eliminate contention as a source of overhead.
However, data partitioning and ne-grained locking still do not eliminate the
other sources of critical section overhead.
3.2

Non-Blocking Synchronization

Mutual exclusion introduces several potential pitfalls which can lead to poor
performance or incorrect behavior. These include deadlock, priority inversions in
the scheduler, and relatively long windows of data-structure inconsistency. These
problems occur due to blocking acquisition of locks. For these reasons, several
researchers have proposed the use of non-blocking synchronization instead, which
addresses all of these problems. [14{16]
In non-blocking synchronization, algorithms to modify a shared data structure begin by observing necessary values from the structure, such as a node
pointer within a linked list. The algorithms prepare their modi cation separately,
using these values; they then apply the changes using atomic instructions, such
as compare-and-swap or load-linked and store-conditional, to ensure that the
data structure has not changed between observation and modi cation.
While non-blocking synchronization eliminates many problems with mutual
exclusion, it does not fully address scalability. Non-blocking synchronization does
not have lock and unlock operations, but it has a corresponding set of operations
with almost exactly the same e ect on scalability. The read or load-linked instruction corresponds to the lock, and the compare-and-swap or store-conditional
instruction corresponds to the unlock; the region between the two thus corresponds to the critical section. If multiple threads execute the critical section
simultaneously, only one can succeed, and the others must retry. This e ectively
serializes executions of the critical section.
Non-blocking synchronization does have the advantage of providing similar
scalability to ne-grained mutual exclusion without the particular complexity
of lock ordering and deadlock avoidance. However, the use of non-blocking synchronization cannot improve scalability beyond that point. While non-blocking
synchronization allows many threads to run in parallel, that parallelism may
consist of threads which con ict with each other but have not yet rolled back.
This gave rise to the term useless parallelism. Useless parallelism, in addition to
taking up processor time on work that will not complete, can harm the performance of other threads by causing memory contention and cache misses.
3.3

Software Transactional Memory

Michael and Scott [17, 15], among others, have proposed various non-blocking
algorithms. Unlike mutual exclusion, which supports a broad class of operations
with a few primitives, each non-blocking algorithm tends to involve applicationspeci c or data-structure-speci c functionality, and these algorithms tend toward higher complexity for more intricate data structures. Herlihy [18] proposed

a generic approach to transform lock-based algorithms to use non-blocking synchronization, but this approach requires copying a full data structure to make any
modi cation to it, and thus does not perform well. Achieving good performance
requires a data-structure-speci c non-blocking algorithm, and as Michael and
Scott [17] describe, \Good data-structure-speci c multi-lock and non-blocking
algorithms are suciently tricky to devise that each has tended to constitute an
individual publishable result."
For these reasons, Herlihy [19] proposed the abstraction of software transactional memory. This abstraction provides transactions |separate groupings of
operations that must occur atomically. Since their proposal, much research on
synchronization has focused on software transactional memory [20].
Fundamentally, software transactional memory works the same way that
other forms of non-blocking synchronization do, by atomically checking for other
modi cations to the data structure before committing its own modi cations. If
other modi cations have occurred, the transaction can roll back and retry. Unlike other forms of non-blocking synchronization, software transactional memory
sometimes runs optimistically, modifying the data structure before the transaction has nished; thus, transactions must avoid changes that cannot easily roll
back, and must avoid catastrophic failures even if another transaction temporarily violates data-structure invariants.
The abstraction of the transaction substantially reduces the complexity of
non-blocking synchronization by removing the need for data-structure-speci c
synchronization, at the cost of performance. However, software transactional
memory has no positive impact on scalability over non-blocking synchronization or mutual exclusion. As with other forms of non-blocking synchronization,
software transactional memory still has an equivalent to lock and unlock operations that delimit a critical section (the transaction), and any parallelism
between transactions does not help, as either the transactions reference independent memory (and thus ne-grained mutual exclusion would work at least as
well), or all but one of the transactions must roll back. Furthermore, software
transactional memory still requires expensive synchronization instructions, and
its critical section involves signi cant overhead.
Proponents of transactional memory have proposed that hardware implementations can overcome the performance disadvantages of software transactional
memory. Rossbach et al [21] presented an implementation of Linux based on
hardware-assisted transactional memory with various enhancements for practical use. However, this work built upon a simulation of the hardware transaction
mechanism, with various assumptions such as all instructions completing in a
uniform duration of 1 cycle. Without an implementation designed for physical
hardware, we cannot perform a meaningful comparison of hardware transactional
memory on Linux, and thus we omit it from our benchmarks in section 5.
3.4

Relativistic Programming

Consider a reader and writer coordinating via a reader{writer lock. Assume the
reader has already taken the read lock and started a lookup operation, when

the writer wishes to acquire the write lock. The reader{writer lock will block
the writer until the reader nishes. The equivalent situation using non-blocking
synchronization or transactional memory may follow the same pattern by rolling
back the writer, or may allow the writer to run and then roll back the reader.
However, a third possibility exists: why not allow the writer to run without
rolling back the reader? Furthermore, why not allow readers to proceed concurrently with a running writer? Writers can keep the data structure in a consistent
state at all times, either by using atomic operations, or by copying (parts of)
data structures to new versions and leaving the old versions undisturbed. With
the structures perpetually consistent, readers can always safely proceed without
waiting. Thus, readers need not use any form of critical section, and thus incur
no critical section overhead.
This approach provides an example of a broader class of concurrent programming techniques and data structures, which share the common theme of allowing
additional parallelism by permitting concurrent access to shared data without
a critical section. By avoiding critical sections and minimizing or eliminating
the use of expensive synchronization instructions, each processor can take full
advantage of the technologies described in section 1 to hide memory latency.
As a result, each processor may see a di erent view of memory as presented by
its own cache and access order. For example, a thread may walk a linked list
concurrently with a sequence of insertions, and observe a set of items which do
not correspond to any state the list passed through as a result of those insertions: it may see items inserted later in time (from the perspective of the thread
performing the insertions) without seeing items inserted earlier.
We refer to this property as relativity, by analogy with physics; the avoidance
of these instructions allows processors to see a relative view of memory, rather
than an absolute reference frame. Furthermore, actions taken by one processor
may appear to other processors at di erent times. We refer to parallel code that
has this property as relativistic, and to the concurrent programming techniques
associated with it as relativistic programming.
Relativistic programming techniques provide the potential for greater parallelism than ne-grained mutual exclusion by allowing accesses to a shared data
structure to run concurrently even when one or more of those accesses includes
a modi cation. By extension, these techniques provide greater parallelism than
either non-blocking synchronization or software transactional memory, since neither of those permits any greater parallelism than ne-grained mutual exclusion.
Benchmarks of code implemented via relativistic programming provide some
highly compelling scalability results. [22{24]
Relativistic approaches to concurrent programming share a common methodology. Modi cations to a shared data structure consist of only one semantically
signi cant operation at a time, which may become visible at any time, including
immediately. Multiple modi cations may become visible in di erent orders to
di erent processors. Modi cations which need to become visible in a particular
order to satisfy the semantic requirement of a higher-level operation must use
memory barriers to constrain the potential ordering of these modi cations. How-

ever, rather than forcing the programmer to deal with the complexity of directly
using memory barriers, relativistic programming techniques provide higher-level
primitives which provide memory barriers as needed.
Several existing concurrent programming techniques make use of relativity.
As a simple example, the common technique of splitting numeric variables across
CPUs or threads can take advantage of relativity by accumulating these values
without synchronization. In exchange for performance, this approach may accumulate snapshots of the values from slightly di erent times in each thread.
Liskov hints at this approach in [25]: \Con icts with deposits and withdrawals
are necessary if the reported total is to be up to date. They could be avoided by
having total return a sum that is slightly out of date."
More generally applicable relativistic techniques include those based on deferred destruction. Deferred destruction addresses one of the problems associated
with concurrent modi cations: how to free memory without disrupting a concurrent thread reading that memory. Deferred destruction allows a writer to
wait until no readers hold references to the removed item before reclaiming and
reusing its memory.
Several techniques exist for deferred destruction [11], including epoch-based
reclamation [26], hazard-pointer-based reclamation [27], and quiescent-statebased reclamation [7, 22, 28]. Epoch-based reclamation divides execution into explicit epochs, and allows memory reclamation after an epoch has passed. Hazardpointer-based reclamation requires readers to indicate their references explicitly
as hazard pointers, and allows reclamation of any memory not pointed to by
a hazard pointer. Quiescent-state-based reclamation notes the passage of quiescent states in which readers cannot run, and uses these quiescent states to wait
until all existing readers have nished before reclaiming memory. Of those techniques, implementations of epoch-based reclamation and quiescent-state-based
reclamation exist which do not make use of synchronization instructions.
Many common data structures have relativistic implementations which use
deferred destruction. These include linked lists, radix trees, and tries. A relativistic hash table implementation exists [29, 30], but this implementation does not
supply a relativistic move operation; instead, the move operation makes use of
the Linux sequence lock, which provides a means for a reader to check whether
it raced with a move operation and retry if so. While semantically correct, it
still requires the use of synchronization instructions on the read side, and it can
potentially delay a reader inde nitely.

4 Relativistic Hash Tables
As a rst approximation, since hash chains consist of a linked list, a relativistic
hash table could simply use relativistic linked lists as hash buckets. However,
a simple combination of the linked list insert and delete operations in series,
in any order, cannot satisfy the required move semantics; inserting rst will
violate the rst semantic by allowing a reader to see both items, and deleting
rst will violate the second semantic by allowing a reader to see neither item.

This necessitates a new relativistic move operation speci c to hash tables, such
as the one presented here.
The new relativistic hash table move operation relies on two key behaviors
of a hash table lookup.
First, after using the hash of the search key to nd the appropriate bucket,
a reader must compare the individual keys of the nodes in the list for that
bucket to the actual search key. Thus, if a node shows up in a bucket to which
its key does not hash, no harm befalls any reader who comes across that node
while searching that bucket, apart from a marginal amount of extra time spent
traversing the hash chain for that bucket.
Second, when traversing the list for a given hash bucket, a reader will stop
when it encounters the rst node matching the search key. If a node occurs twice
in the same bucket, the search algorithm will simply return the rst such node
when searching for its key, or ignore both nodes if searching for a di erent key.
Thus, multiple nodes with the same key can safely appear in a given hash bucket.
Both of the possible requirements violations, appearing in neither bucket
or appearing in both buckets, occur when the writer does not simultaneously
remove the node from the old bucket and add it to the new bucket with the
new key. Most modern architectures do not feature memory-to-memory swaps
or simultaneous writes to multiple locations, so the writer cannot simultaneously
and atomically change more than one pointer or key.
However, if the writer can make the moving node appear in both buckets
simultaneously, it can in one operation remove the node from the old bucket and
add it to the new bucket, by atomically changing the key. Before the change,
searches in the old bucket using the old key will nd the node, and searches
in the new bucket using the new key will always skip over it; after the change,
searches in the old bucket with the old key will always skip over the node, and
searches in the new bucket with the new key will nd it. This satis es both
requirements for the move operation.
Because nodes can safely appear in buckets to which their keys do not hash,
the writer can make the node appear in both buckets by cross-linking one hash
chain to the other. The writer can then change the node's key to the new value,
and must then un-cross-link the chains. However, when removing the cross-link,
the writer must ensure that it does not disturb any writer currently traversing
the old hash bucket, even if that reader currently references the node getting
moved. The remainder of the algorithm consists of safely resolving the crosslinking via deferred destruction.
The lookup operation consists of a standard hash table lookup, except that
it makes use of the appropriate primitives to support deferred destruction:
1. Hash the given key to determine the corresponding hash bucket.
2. Start deferring write-side destruction.
3. Traverse the linked list in that hash bucket, comparing the given key to the
key in each node.
4. If a node has the given key, do the computation that required the node.
5. If the traversal reaches the end of the list, indicate a lookup failure.

6. Stop deferring write-side destruction.

Initial hash table con guration used to illustrate move algorithm. n1 :key ,
, and n3 :key hash to a. n4 :key and n5 :key hash to b. The move operation will
change n2 :key from \old" to \new". \new" hashes to b.
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Figure 1 shows a sample con guration of a hash table, used to illustrate the
move algorithm. The following steps illustrate the move algorithm on this hash
table.
1. Perform the appropriate synchronization to modify hash buckets a and b.
For instance, obtain the locks for hash buckets a and b, in hash bucket order
to avoid deadlocks. Note that this step only exists to synchronize with other
concurrent moves, not with lookups.
2. Make a copy of the target node n2 ; call the copy n2 .
3. Set n2 :next to NULL.
4. Execute a write memory barrier to ensure that the new value of n2 :next will
become visible to other processors before n2 does.
5. Set n3 :next to n2 .
6. Execute a write memory barrier to ensure that n2 will become visible to
other processors before n2 disappears.
7. Remove n2 from a by pointing n1 :next to n3 . a now has the target node n2
at the end.
8. Point the tail of bucket b (n5 :next) to the new target node (n2 ). Both hash
bucket chains now include n2 . Figure 2 shows the state of the hash table
after this step.
9. Execute a write memory barrier to ensure the removal of n2 and the crosslinking will appear before n2 :key changes.
10. Atomically change n2 :key to \new".
11. Execute a write memory barrier to ensure that n2 :key will change before n2
disappears from bucket a.
12. Point n3 :next to null, un-cross-linking the chains. Figure 3 shows the state
of the hash table after this step.
13. Release the write-side synchronization for hash buckets a and b.
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State of the hash table after cross-linking hash chains in step 8 of the relativistic
hash table move algorithm.
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State of the hash table after un-cross-linking hash chains in step 12 of the
relativistic hash table move algorithm.
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14. Use deferred destruction to remove the original
after all current readers have nished.

n2

and the old key \old"

This operation meets the required move semantics. First, \If a lookup nds
the item under the new key, a subsequent lookup ordered after the rst cannot
nd the item under the old key." Suppose a reader nds the item under the new
key. It must nd n2 , because n2 :key never changes. The writer writes the new
key in step 10, so the reader must observe the result of this step. To subsequently
nd an item under the old key, the reader must nd n2 , because n2 no longer
has the old key. To nd n2 , the reader must not see the change to n1 :next in
step 7 removing it. However, the write memory barrier in step 9 ensures that a
reader cannot see the result of step 10 and not step 7.
Second, \If a concurrent lookup does not nd the item under the old key, a
subsequent lookup ordered after the rst must nd the item under the new key."
Suppose a reader does not nd the item under the old key. It must not see n2 ,
and it must not see n2 before its key changes. Since it does not see n2 , it must
see the result of step 7. Since it does not see n2 , it must either see the result of
step 10 or not see the result of step 5. Since the reader saw the result of step
7, the memory barrier in step 6 ensures that the reader must see the result of
step 5, and therefore the reader must see the result of step 10. However, if the
0

0

0

0

reader sees the result of step 10, it will nd n2 with the new key on a subsequent
lookup.
Finally, \A move operation must not cause unrelated lookups to fail when
they otherwise would have succeeded." For a lookup to fail, a reader must fail
to see an item that it otherwise would have seen. Placing n2 at the end of
buckets a and b, and removing it from bucket a, cannot cause a reader to miss an
item, which leaves only the removal of n2 . This removal can only a ect a reader
traversing bucket a. The removal of n2 does not free n2 until existing readers
exit, so a reader can only notice the change of n1 :next to n3 . This change does
not prevent a reader traversing bucket a from seeing the other items, n1 and n3 .
Thus, a reader will never fail to see an item it would otherwise have seen, so
unrelated lookups will not fail.
Comparing these relativistic lookup and move algorithms to the locking algorithms described in section 3.1 suggests several likely performance di erences
to test via benchmark. The relativistic lookup algorithm involves no synchronization instructions, and it does not block at all, even when running concurrent
moves. Thus, it should allow signi cantly more lookups per unit time than the
lock-based lookup operation. The corresponding move algorithm performs four
extra write memory barriers, a memory allocation, and a deferred destruction operation, as well as various additional non-synchronizing operations. This should
result in fewer moves per unit time than the lock-based move operation.
However, since the relativistic move operation only uses locking to synchronize with other moves, a single writer thread can dispense with locking synchronization entirely. This should result in more moves per unit time than the
single-writer case of either the locking move algorithm or the relativistic move
algorithm with locking between writers.
Section 5 de nes the benchmark methodology used to test these hypotheses.
Section 6 presents the results of this benchmark.
0

0

5 Benchmark Methodology
Read-Copy Update (RCU) provides the most mature and popular concurrent
programming framework that supports relativistic programming techniques. The
Linux kernel contains several mature and widely used implementations of RCU,
as well as implementations of all of the standard forms of mutual exclusion.
Thus, a Linux kernel module provided the most practical and straightforward
target for a benchmark.
I created the rcuhashbash benchmark module to benchmark relativistic and
non-relativistic hash implementations. rcuhashbash consists of two main components: a set of concurrent hash table implementations implementing a de ned
hash table interface, and a test harness which runs the hash table operations
and tracks statistics. For each hash table reader and writer implementation, the
benchmark contains a structure with a set of pointers to functions implementing
the hash table interface.

As mentioned in section 2, this comparison of concurrent hash table implementations will focus on two operations: a read-only lookup, and a move operation. Execution time represents the only relevant performance metric for these
operations. Executing one of these operations takes very little execution time,
so following common practice, the benchmark will execute these operations as
quickly as possible over a longer time period and record the number of operations
performed. Measuring several hash table implementations over equal-length periods of time will provide operation counts in the same proportion as the average
execution times of those operations. To avoid extraneous synchronization, the
accumulation of statistics occurs via per-thread counters summed up at the end
of the benchmark run.
rcuhashbash begins by constructing a hash table of a speci ed size, and
loading it with integer values from 0 to a speci ed maximum. The experiments
in this paper used a hash table with 1024 buckets and 4096 entries. rcuhashbash
then spawns a speci ed number of threads at startup. Each thread goes into
a continuous loop, randomly choosing to lookup or move based on a speci ed
reader/writer ratio. The move operation chooses an old key and a new key from
the range of 0 to twice the maximum initial value ([0; 8192) for this experiment),
and attempts to move the item with the old key to the item with the new key.
The lookup operation chooses a key from the same range and performs a lookup.
rcuhashbash includes hash table implementations based on each of the synchronization techniques available in the Linux kernel: whole-table spinlocks and
reader{writer locks, per-bucket spinlocks and reader{writer locks, readers based
on deferred destruction and sequence locking (retrying a lookup if it raced with
a move), and readers based solely on deferred destruction with writers using the
novel move algorithm proposed in section 4. The algorithms using deferred destruction make use of the Linux kernel's implementation of Read-Copy Update
(RCU).
The machine used for testing has 16 IBM POWER6 physical processors at
4.7GHz, each with two cores of two logical threads each, for a total of 64 threads.
On the software side, the machine ran the Linux 2.6.28 kernel, compiled for
the 64-bit powerpc architecture, using the \classic" RCU implementation. To
observe scalability, the benchmark ran each hash table implementation with 1,
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 threads. To obtain enough samples for statistical analysis,
the benchmark ran each implementation 10 times, for 30 seconds each time. To
observe the e ect of a varying read to write ratio, each implementation ran with
the read to write ratio set to 999999:1, 999:1, and 1:1.
In the absence of any systematic variation caused by system interference,
each measurement of the same operation for the same hash table implementation should represent an independent sample from the same statistical distribution. Thus, the central limit theorem applies, and the measurements should
approximate a normal distribution. [31]
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6 Benchmark Results
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the average number of lookups in 30 seconds for each
hash table implementation as the number of CPUs used increases; the three
gures depict the three decreasing read to write ratios.
The results show clear separation into groups. For the two read-biased workloads, the proposed hash table algorithm (labeled \rcu") proves the clear winner, scaling better than the Linux kernel's current approach based on sequence
locks (\rcu seq") by a signi cant margin. The algorithms based on per-bucket
mutual exclusion (\spinlock" and \rwlock") follow at a distance with barely
positive scalability, and the algorithms based on whole-table mutual exclusion
(\table spinlock" and \table rwlock") scale so badly that they remain barely
distinguishable from the axis.
At the lower 999:1 read to write ratio, the rcu seq algorithm scales much
worse for larger numbers of CPUs, likely due to retries or contention for the
sequence lock; the proposed algorithm su ers only a minor scalability degradation with the decreased read to write ratio. With the balanced 1:1 read to
write ratio, per-bucket mutual exclusion outperforms the deferred destruction
approaches as expected; however, the proposed algorithm still scales far better
than the sequence-lock-based algorithm used in the Linux kernel when used with
the non-read-biased workload.

At all three read to write ratios, per-bucket spinlocks outperform per-bucket
reader-writer locks, even for the full 64 threads, supporting the claim in 3.1 that
the overhead of reader-writer locks can outweigh their additional parallelism.
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the average number of moves in 30 seconds for each
hash table implementation as the number of CPUs used increases; the three
gures again depict the three decreasing read to write ratios.
Unexpectedly, for read-biased workloads, the deferred destruction approaches
actually outperform per-bucket mutual exclusion for writes, despite their higher
overhead. We speculate that the write side of these algorithms may bene t from
decreased contention with readers. Again, the proposed algorithm signi cantly
outperforms the sequence-lock-based algorithm, with the performance di erence
increasing at the less read-biased 999:1 read to write ratio. Per-bucket mutual
exclusion follows at a distance, with spinlocks still outperforming reader{writer
locks, and whole-table mutual exclusion remains at the bottom.
For the balanced 1:1 read to write ratio, per-bucket mutual exclusion takes a
healthy lead, with spinlocks still winning over reader{writer locks. However, the
proposed algorithm again manages to scale far better than the sequence-lockbased algorithm used in the Linux kernel when used with the non-read-biased
workload.
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Thus, we conclude that the proposed hash table algorithm provides marked
performance and scalability advantages compared to the current state of the art
used in the Linux kernel. It proves the clear winner for read-biased workloads,
and degrades gracefully for balanced workloads.

7 Conclusions
This work presented a new class of techniques for scalable concurrent programming, dubbed relativistic programming. Relativistic programming techniques
share a common methodology: to avoid the use of expensive synchronization
instructions and allow processors to see a relative view of memory, rather than
an absolute reference frame. Modi cations to a relativistic data structure consist
of only one semantically signi cant operation at a time, which may become visible at any time, including immediately; such modi cations must therefore keep
the data structure in a consistent state at all times.
Section 2 introduced the hash table structure used to illustrate this new
methodology, including the speci c lookup and move operations considered, and
the required semantics of those operations. Section 3 surveyed existing concurrent programming techniques, and compared the limitations and performance
bottlenecks of these techniques, motivating the introduction of relativistic programming in section 3.4. Section 4 provided a relativistic algorithm for implementing the hash table in section 2, including an original move algorithm, along
with an informal argument for the correctness of this algorithm. Section 5 presented a new benchmark, rcuhashbash, designed to compare relativistic and nonrelativistic implementations of concurrent hash tables. Section 6 documents the
results of this benchmark.
The results in section 6 show that the proposed relativistic hash table implementation provides marked performance and scalability advantages compared to
the current state of the art used in the Linux kernel, proving the clear winner
for read-biased workloads and a strong contender even for balanced workloads.

8 Future Directions
The performance of the relativistic hash table shows promise for the relativistic
programming approach to scalable concurrency. Further research will expand
the breadth of relativistic programming into new areas.
As mentioned in section 3.3, we would like to include some performance comparisons with transactional memory, perhaps with an implementation designed
for hardware assistance. The limitations of existing implementations prevent us
from including such a comparison at this time, but we plan to do so in the future.
Furthermore, we believe some hybrid of relativistic techniques and transactional
memory could potentially provide some of the performance and scalability advantages of relativistic programming while retaining some of the simplicity of
the transactional memory programming model.

Several uses of relativistic hash tables in operating system kernels such as
Linux would bene t from the ability to resize such a hash table while allowing
concurrent reads. Given the typical approach of a hash function with a larger
output range than the size of the hash table, shrinking a hash table simply
requires coalescing buckets by concatenating linked lists, which does not require
reader synchronization. A variation on the move operation proposed in this paper
may support growing a hash table dynamically without reader synchronization.
The proposed move algorithm entails allocating a copy of the target node
and freeing the original once readers no longer reference it. This approach does
not permit readers to retain references beyond their delimited read-side blocks,
even if using techniques such as reference counting. Some uses of concurrent hash
tables do rely on retaining references, and providing this capability would avoid
the need to rewrite these uses to remove this assumption, making the proposed
algorithm more widely applicable.
The existing implementations of relativistic programming via deferred destruction focus primarily on read-mostly data structures. Many applications
would bene t from data structures optimized for more balanced workloads, or
for write-mostly data such as logs.
Other data structures could potentially bene t from relativistic implementations, including closed hash tables, heaps, priority heaps, balanced trees, B-trees,
skip lists, and Judy arrays. Furthermore, the requirement to invent a novel algorithm for each new data structure limits the adoption of relativistic techniques
other than those implemented in existing code. Relativistic programming would
greatly bene t from a set of more general building blocks which make the implementation of data structures a largely mechanical task.
Section 4 provided an informal argument for the correctness of the proposed
hash table algorithm with respect to the speci ed semantics. A formal proof
would give a higher degree of con dence in the correctness of the algorithm.
Furthermore, future formal proofs of relativistic algorithms may bene t from a
library of relativistic programming constructs for use with an automated proof
engine.
Relativistic programming imposes several constraints on the correct implementation of readers and writers. Extending static analysis tools to check these
constraints would ease the task of implementing relativistic algorithms.
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